CHARACTERISTICS OF ROLLER BLIND FABRICS & BLIND FABRICS GENERALLY

Fabric “V”ing
Large width roller blinds larger than 2400mm and/or longer than 3000mm, could show the effect of “V’ing.
This effect is predominant on all large blinds. To reduce this effect, consider splitting the blind into smaller
widths and/or multi-linking blinds together. This does not affect the functionality of the blind, it is an
aesthetic effect only.

Patterns
Textured or directional fabrics may not have the warp (vertical) or weft (horizontal) yarns travelling
perfectly perpendicular to each other. Some deviation from the pattern or texture will exist. You should
expect to see variations of up to 30mm in the direction of the pattern from one side of the blind to the
other.

Railroading and Cupping
Selected fabrics can be railroaded. Railroading fabric often leads to curling or cupping of the outer edges of
the blind. Railroading of the fabric changes the appearance of the blind, which is more pronounced in
textured fabrics. Cupping of fabric at the outer edges of the blind is more pronounced on wider width roller
blinds.

Light Gaps
All roller blinds allow light to pass around the sides of the fabric (even when blockout fabric is used). This is
because the overall width of the blind including its brackets is always wider than the fabric width. Light
Gaps are most prominent when a blind is fitted inside a window recess. Face fitting may be a better option
than reveal fitting, however, the only way that light gaps can truly be minimised is to use hardware systems
that utilise side channels such as blackout systems.

Fabric Joins
Some roller blind sizes may require fabric to be joined. Depending on the fabric and type of join used, this
may result in either visible pinholes through the join, or a solid band across the width of the join.

Puckering
Some wider width roller blinds will exhibit a deviation across the width of the fabric at the base rail. This can
be minimised via selection of base rail options but may not be completely eliminated.

